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1. Introduction

It is well known that some important arithmetical functions possess the structure of 

the form

(i.i)
d | (m,n)

For example, the classical Ramanujan’s sum C(m,n) satisfies

( 1.2)
d\(m,n)

where /i is the Mobius function. The divisor function <Jk satisfies

d | (m,n)

The divisor function is a member of the class of the so-called specially multiplicative 

functions. In fact, a multiplicative function /  is said to be specially multiplicative [5, 6] if 

there exists a completely multiplicative function g such that

f (mn)  = Y  n(d)g(d) f (m/d) f (n /d ). (1.3)
d | (m,n)

It is well known [5, 6] that (1.3) holds if, and only if,

(1.4)
d\ (m ,n )

In [2], Bourque and Ligh gave a matrix representation of the structure (1.1). We refer 

to this representation as the representation of type I, see Section 2. We show how this 

representation easily yields certain types of inverse forms of (1.1), see Section 2.1. These
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inverse forms also come out naturally from the algebra of Dirichlet convolution of one 

variable, see Section 2.2.

The fundamental inverse form of (1.3), namely the identity (1.4), does not however 

follow naturally from the matrix representation of type I. For this reason we construct an

other matrix representation of the structure (1.1), referred to as the matrix representation 

of type II, see Section 3. This representation leads to a certain type of inverse form of 

(1.1), which gives the desired identity (1.4) as a special case, see Section 3.1. This type of 

inverse form can also be easily verified with aid of the concepts of principal function and 

Dirichlet convolution of two variables.

We also introduce a unitary analogue of the structure (1.1) and point out that this 

analogue possesses inverse forms similar to those of the original structure, see Section 4.

We assume that the reader is familiar with the elements of arithmetical functions [1, 

5, 6] and matrix algebra.

2. M atrix representation of type I

Let s be an arbitrary but fixed positive integer. Let [T(m, n)] denote the s x s matrix 

whose 771. n-entry is T(m,n). Then (1.1) can be written as

where A = diag(/(l), / (2 ) ,. . . ,  f ( s ) ) , see [2, Lemma 1]. In particular, (1.2) can be written

as

where u ( m / n ) = 1 if n  | m, and = 0 otherwise, and A = diag(l, 2 ,. . . ,  s). Further, (1.3) 

can be written as

[4/(777,77)] = [<7(777/ 77)] A [h(n/m)\ ( 2 .1)

[C(m,n)] = [77,(777/ 77)] A [p/77/ 777)] ( 2 .2 )

\ f  (77777)] = [/(777/ 77)] A [f (n/m)\ (2.3)

where A = diag(/z(l)#(l), /j,(2)g(2) , . . . ,  fj,(s)g(s)).
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2.1. Inverse forms via m atrix algebra

In derivation of inverse forms we use the following result due to Bourque and Ligh [2, 

Lemma 2].

LEMMA 1. If /  is an arithmetical function with /(1) /  0, then

[/(m /n)]-1 = [ / (_1)(m/n)],

where [/(m/n)] 1 denotes the inverse matrix of [f(m/n)}  and denotes the Dirichlet

inverse of the arithmetical function / .

Rem ark. The Dirichlet inverse /(  1') exists if, and only if, /(1) /  0.

Exam ple. As u^~1̂ = fi and — fig, where g is completely multiplicative, we

obtain

[u(m/n)\ = [t i (m/n)], [g(m/n)] = [(fig)(m/n)}.

Now, we are in a position to derive inverse forms for the identity (1.1) via matrix 

algebra. To be more illustrative, we derive inverse forms in the special cases (1.2) and 

(1.3). In fact, multiplication of (2.2) by [fi(n/m)} 1 from the right and application of 

Lemma 1 with f i = u gives

[C(m, n)] | u(n/m)} — [u(m/n)} diag(l, 2 ,. . . ,  s) ,

which can be written as

C(m,d ) =
d\n

n if n\m,
0 otherwise

(2.4)

(for (2.4), see [6, p. 148]). Multiplication of (2.2) by [u(m/n)} 1 from the left gives

[fi(m/n)\ [iC( m, n )] = diag(l, 2 ,. . . ,  s) [f i (n/m)\ ,



which can be written as

/j ,(m/d)C(d, n)
d\m

m/j,(n/m)  if m\n,
0 otherwise

(2.5)

(for (2.5), see [3, eq. (5.4)]). Further, multiplication of (2.3) by [f(n/m)]  1 from the right 

gives

[./H] [/( l){n/m)\  = [f(m/n)] diag(n(l)g(l

which can be written as

1}(n / d )
d\n

f ( m / n )  fi(n) g(n) if n \m1 
0 otherwise.

(2 .6 )

As (2.3) is symmetric with respect to m  and n, multiplication of (2.3) from the left by 

[/(m/n)] 1 gives the same identity (2.6).

2.2. Inverse forms via D irichlet convolution

Let m  be fixed. Then (1.2) can be written as

C ( m , n) = u(m/d) d fj,(n/d) = (u(m/  •) N  * p) (n),
d\n

where N(d) = d for all d and * is the Dirichlet convolution. Multiplication by from

the right gives

(C(m, •) * u) (n) = u(m/n)  n ,

which is equivalent to (2.4). On the other hand, let n be fixed. Then (1.2) can be written 

as

C(m,n)  = (p(n/ •) N  * u)(m).

Multiplication by from the right gives

(C(- , n) * /r)(m) = f i (n/rn)m



f (mn)  = ( f ( m /  -)gg * f ) (n) .

Multiplication by from the right gives

* / (_1))(n) = f (m/n)/ i (n)g(n) ,

which is equivalent to (2.6).

3. M atrix representation of type II

We now construct a matrix representation for (1.1) that in the case of (1.3) naturally 

gives (1.4). We first represent (1.1) in another arithmetical form, which in a sense arises 

from the theory of incidence functions. In fact, it can be verified that (1.1) holds for all m  

and n if, and only if,

T (ra/r,n /r) = f (d/r )g(m/d)h(n/d)  (3-1)
r  | d\ n  
d  | rn

for all m, n and r with r|(m, n). Let [T(m/r, n/r)] denote the s x s  matrix whose n, r-entry 

is 4/(ra/r, n /r). Then (3.1) can be written as

[*( m/r, n M ]  = [;g(m/ r)h(n/ r)] [/(n /r)]. (3.2)

This leads to the desired inverse form as will be shown in Section 3.1.

3.1. Inverse forms via m atrix algebra

If /(1) /  0, then multiplication of (3.2) by [/( n/r)] 1 from the right gives 

[T(m/r, n / r)] [/ (n /r  )] 1 = [g(m /r)h(n/r)],
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which is equivalent to (2.5).

Further, let mn be fixed. Then (1.3) can be written as



which can be written as

4*(m/d,n/d) f (  l \ d / r )  = g(m/r)h(n/r)  (3-3)
r \ d \ n  d | m

for all m, n and r with r|(m, n). It can be verihed that (3.3) is equivalent to

4/(m/d, n / d ) f <K~~l\ d )  = g(m)h(n)  (3-4)
d\(m,n)

for all m  and n. This is the desired inverse form of (1.1).

Now, we consider the examples (1.2) and (1.3). Application of the equivalence (1.1) 

(3.4) shows that (1.2) holds if and only if

y  C(m/d,n/d)dfi(d) = /i(n), (3-5)
d|(m ,n)

and (1.3) holds if and only if (1.4) holds.

3.2. Inverse forms via D irichlet convolution

We here consider 4/(m,n) and J2d\(m n) f {d)g(m/d)h(n/d)  as arithmetical functions 

of two variables m  and n. The Dirichlet convolution of arithmetical functions a ( m , n ) and 

/3(m,n) of two variables is defined by

(a * P)(m, n) — EE a(d, e)/3(m/d,n/e).
d\m e\n

If /  is an arithmetical function of one variable, then the principal function P (/)(m ,n) 

associated with /  is defined by P(/)(m , n) — f i n )  if m = n, and = 0 otherwise. It is well 

known that P( f * g )  = P( f ) *  P(g) and (P(/))^ where (P ( /) ) (' ^ denotes the

inverse under the Dirichlet convolution of two variables [7, p. 627].

Now, we are in a position to write (1.1) in terms of the Dirichlet convolution of two 

variables. In fact, let G(m,n)  = g(m)h(n).  Then (1.1) can be written as

T(m,n) = (P (/) * G)(m,n) .



If / ( 1 ) 7  ̂ 0, then multiplication by (P(/))^ ^ gives

(P ( /(- 1')) * T)(m,n) = G(ra,n), 

which can be written as (3.4).

4. A unitary analogue of the structure (1.1)

The unitary convolution of arithmetical functions /  and g is

^2 f (d ) g ( n /d ) ,
d\\n

where d\\n means that d\n and (d, n/d)  = 1 . Such divisor d is said to be a unitary divisor 

of n. A natural unitary analogue of the g.c.d. is (m , n )*, which is the greatest unitary 

divisor of n that divides m.  The unitary analogue of Ramanujan’s sum has the arithmetical 

representation

C * (m ,n )=  ^ 2  dfi*(n/d) ■= d/T(n/d), (4.1)
d ||(m ,n )*  dllnd | m

where [i* is the unitary analogue of the Mobius function. For more detailed information 

on unitary convolution reference is made to [5, 6].

Equation (4.1) suggests we define the unitary analogue of (1.1) by

^  f{d)g{m/d)h(n/d)  = f (d)g(m/d)h(n/d) .  (4.2)
d\\(m,n)* dWn

d \ m

In Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we point out that the structure (4.2) possesses properties similar 

to those given in the above sections for the structure (1 .1 ).

It should be noted that the natural unitary analogue of specially multiplicative func

tions does not coincide with the structure (4.2). Namely, it can be verified that the natural 

unitary analogue of the class of specially multiplicative functions is the class of multiplica

tive functions. This question is considered in a more general setting, for example, in [5, 

Exercise 4.25] and [4, Theorem 3.2.1]. We do not go into the details here.



4.1. M atrix representation of type I

Let A* be defined by A* (to, 71) = 1 if n\\m, and = 0 otherwise. Then (4.2) can be 

written as

[T*(m,n)] = [g(m/n)\ d iag (/(l) ,/(2 ),. . . , /(s)) [h(n/m)A*(n, to)]. (4.3)

In particular, (4.1) can be written as

[C*(771, 71)] — [71(771/ 71)] diag(l, 2 ,. . . ,  s) [/1* (71/ 771) A* (71, to)].

We next provide inverse forms for (4.4). We then need the following lemma.

LEM M A 2. If /  is an arithmetical function with / ( 1) 7  ̂ 0, then

[/(771/ 71)A*(771,71)] 1 = [ /< 1>(m/n)A*(m, 71)],

where f < x> denotes the inverse function under the unitary convolution.

Proof. We have

[/(77i / ti)A*(771, 71)] [ f< l> (m/n)A* (m, 71)]
s

^  f (m/k )A* (m ,  k) f <~l>(k /n)A*(k , 71)
,fc=i

^  f ( m / k ) f < l>(k/n) = [eo(Wn)]5

(4.4)

_n||fc||m

where eo is the identity function under the unitary convolution, that is, eo (771/ 71) = 1 if 

771 = 71, and = 0 otherwise. Thus [eo (771/ 71)] is the identity matrix. This completes the 

proof of Lemma 2.

Now, multiplication of (4.4) by [//* (71/ 771) A* (n, 771)] 1 from the right and application 

of Lemma 2 with /x*<-1> = a shows that

[C*(to, 71)] [71(71/ 771)A*(71, to)] = [it(771/ 71)] diag(l, 2 ,. . . ,  s)



or
2 0

Y^ C* (m ,d )  = |
d\\n

n if n|m,
0 otherwise

(4.5)

(for (4.5), see [6, p. 188]). Further, multiplication of (4.4) by [u(m/n)] 1 from the left 

and application of Lemma 1 with u = g, shows that

[/i(m/n)] [C'*(m,n)] = diag(l, 2 ,. . . ,  s) [/T(n/m)A*(n, m)]

or

(4.6)

The inverse forms (4.5) and (4.6) could also be derived from (4.1) with aid of the

unitary convolution and the Dirichlet convolution, respectively. We do not present the 

details.

4.2. M atrix representation of type II

We begin by representing (4.2) in another arithmetical form. In fact, it can be verified 

that (4.2) holds for all m  and n if, and only if,

(4.7)
r \ \d . \ \n

for all m, n and r with r||(ra,n)*. Let [T(ra/r,n/r)] denote the s x s matrix whose 

n, r-entry is 4/*(m/r, n/r) .  Then (4.2) can be written as

[T*(m/r, n/r)A*(n, r)] = [g(m/r)h(n/r)A*(n,  r)] [/(n/r)A*(n, r)] . (4.8)

If /(1) /  0, then multiplication of (4.8) by [/(n/r)A*(n, r)l 1 from the right gives

[T*(ra/r,n/r)A*(n,r)] [f < 1>(n/r)A*(n1r)] — [g(m/r)h(n/r )A*(n:r)]



which can be written as

y ^  F * ( m / d , n /d ) f < (d/r) = g(m/r)h(n/r)  (4.9)
r|| d||n 

d  | m

for all m, n and r with r||(ra,n)*. It can be verified that (4.9) is equivalent to

T*(m/d, n / d ) f <~1>(d) = g(m)h{n) (4-10)
d\\(m,n)*

for all m  and n.

Application of the equivalence (4.2) (4.10) to (4.1) shows that (4.1) holds if and

only if

C*(m/d, n/d)d/i*(d) = /i*(n). (4.11)
d||(m,n)*

The inverse form (4.10) could also be derived with aid of the ‘Dirichlet-unitary’ con

volution of arithmetical functions of two variables defined by

EE a(d, e)(3(m/d, n/e)
d\m e\\n

(cf. Section 3.2). We do not present the details here.
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